The beautifully diverse fixed income
garden
To everything there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the heaven: a time to be
born, and a time to die; a time to plant, and a time to pluck up that which is planted.
(Ecclesiastes 3)

future obligations are discounted based on gilt and corporate bond yields. Low
Gilt yields means higher valuations of liabilities, leading to a deterioration of
funding levels.

We like to think of fixed income as a varied, colourful and interesting asset
class which can help you not only with your income and capital returns but
also with your liabilities.

The bigger picture
However, not all is gloom. If you look across the fixed income garden as a
whole, there are some glorious patches of colour. To everything there is a
season. Just as some plants thrive in springtime, while others bloom in early
summer and yet others in late summer, the various fixed income asset classes
each have their time in the sun.

Think of fixed income as a garden. The green grass represents Gilts and
inflation-linked bonds - because just as grass forms a base for the garden,
Gilts and linkers form the base for fixed income returns.
The trees might be likened to investment grade corporate bonds. Trees add a
dimension to the landscape, offering shade and protection when the climate
turns nasty. In the same way, investment grade credit can offer diversification,
protection and extra yield. They also allow access to a wide range of corporate
borrowers.
And the colourful plants that add colour to the garden? These might be high
yield, currency, international bonds, emerging market debt, and more. Plants
can be spectacular additions of colour to any landscape. But they can also be
fragile, blooming only in specific conditions - much in the same way as
currencies perform in different economic and political conditions.
Unintended consequences
During the 19th century, when the British ruled colonial India, the government
was worried about the high number of poisonous cobras in Delhi. They set about
a plan for eliminating the snakes – by offering a bounty for every dead cobra. At
first, this looked like a winning plan: large numbers of snakes were killed for the
reward. Yet cobra numbers still appeared high. The reason? A few enterprising
individuals were breeding cobras for the income. Incensed, the government
scrapped the reward programme. This caused the cobra breeders to set the nowworthless snakes free, increasing the wild cobra population even further.
Unintended consequences have been the snake in the grass of the fixed
income garden. After the global financial crisis of 2008, the unconventional
measures implemented by central banks have resulted in unintended
consequences. Interest rate cuts, together with quantitative easing, means
anyone holding fixed income has enjoyed significant returns.
But there has been a downside – and one with potentially damaging
consequences for the pensions industry. For defined benefit pension schemes,
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The variation in returns is remarkable. Index-linked Gilts returned 18.9% in
2014, while US high yield delivered just 3.5%. In 2012, European high-yield
bonds returned 28.6%, while Gilts returned just 2.7%.
International bonds, too, are providing a rich source of returns. In 2015 alone
so far, more than 20 central banks have cut interest rates, and this has driven
bond returns higher. As commodity prices continue to tumble, commoditydependent economies such as Australia have had to cut interest rates –
meaning Australian government bonds have outperformed by over 2% in
excess returns compared to Gilts.
The implications
The huge dispersion of returns from different asset classes over the last three
years has important implications for those who are responsible for pots of
defined benefit and defined contribution assets. One must carefully consider
diversification and making use of the full range of fixed income asset classes.

The outlook
In our fixed income garden, what do we expect to bloom – and what’s likely to
wither on the vine?
1) Gilts
Long-dated Gilt yields have been falling -highly relevant for everyone involved
with direct benefit pension schemes. Will this trend continue? We believe
yields are set to rise, driven by falling unemployment, rising wages and the
positive impacts of lower oil prices. But when?
The unemployment rate is now down through 6% - a level flagged as critical
by the Bank of England in its forward guidance to markets. A further small fall
– to 5.5% - would be significant. Economists see this as the non-accelerating
inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU). When unemployment falls below
NAIRU, workers have the upper hand in pay negotiations - and wages begin to
rise more rapidly than inflation.
The recent decline in oil prices means less spending on energy and transport,
leaving more for business to invest and consumers to spend. For the economy,
this is good news – and it follows that the next step for the Bank’s monetary
policy committee is to raise the bank rate, pushing Gilt yields higher. (Of
course, it’s not that straightforward. Quantitative easing (QE) was a step into
the dark. It follows that ending it is fraught with risks. Like British summer
weather, there’s huge unpredictability. )
The clouds on the horizon are mainly drifting in from south of the English
Channel. Both the US and the UK could quickly draw together coherent plans
to help stimulate the economy, in the form of QE. But the unwieldy structure
of the European Union made it difficult for the European Central Bank (ECB)
to follow suit. Any worsening of the political or economic environment in
Europe could dent confidence in the UK, keeping a lid on Gilt yields.
Also, in early spring the ECB eventually started its own QE programme. Its
commitment to purchase €60 billion of bonds each month means that
investors will be looking for a new home the proceeds of these sales. Gilts, as
a traditional “safe haven” may see significant buying interest, resulting in
further downward pressure on yields.

The combined effects of a stronger economy, renewed wage growth and a low
oil price should result in a pick-up in inflation. This means inflation-linked
bonds should outperform Gilts; so now would be a good time to buy.
3) Corporate bonds
bon ds
Corporate bonds have benefited from low underlying government bond
yields. Companies have been eager to issue bonds to lock in funding at low
rates to fund the next phase of their business development.
Also, the low yields available from Gilts have resulted in a hunt for yield,
pushing up prices and causing spreads to narrow.
The ECB’s asset purchase programme is scheduled to continue until the end of
2016 at least – meaning more than a trillion euros of cash will be looking for
assets to produce returns. (To put this in context, that sum is larger than the
current size of the entire sterling corporate bond market.)
This rosy scenario could be derailed by the US Federal Reserve, which looks
close to raising interest rates in a bid to dampen America’s strengthening
economy. Last year, when the Fed announced that it was slowing down its QE
programme, all risk assets suffered in an effect known as the “taper tantrum”.
That illustrated the extent to which corporate bonds – have been supported
by buyers reinvesting money put into the economy through QE. When policy
tightens, markets are likely to question the valuations of corporate bonds at
low spreads.
4) European High Yield
Central bank policies have had a bigger effect on highly-indebted businesses
than on the investment grade universe. But banks do not want to see
companies go into default – so they’re happy to “extend and pretend”. With
funding available at such low rates, highly leveraged businesses will continue
to benefit, default rates will continue to be low. Moody’s, the ratings agency,
anticipates that the default rate for the next 12 months will be just 2%. This is
still extremely low in an historic context.
There could be some fallout from the political situation in Greece in
peripheral Europe.

These caveats aside, we anticipate that Gilt yields will climb higher in the
coming months.
Graeme Caughey
2) InflationInflation- linked bonds
Inflation is set to pick up this year – an important consideration for those who
are contemplating any improvement to inflation matching within their
schemes.
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